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There are two kinds of plug wiring, so chinese phone headsets may not work 1You may find a USB microphone better for
desktop use, or if you don’t want to use headphones.

1. surface pro headphone jack not working
2. surface book 2 headphone jack not working
3. surface laptop 3 headphone jack not working

But apparently it is a problem with that first generation Surface Pro I do think it is not right that Microsoft sold the 1st
generation Surface Pro with such a problem.
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Feb 09, 2016  Hi, Here are a few things you can try (if you haven't already): See if the 'Headphones' or 'Speakers' devices are
disabled by right clicking on the 'playback devices' screen, and verify that 'Show disabled devices' and 'Show disconnected
devices' options are checked.. The heat problem must have been fixed in the Surface Pro 2 because I used my Surface Pro 2 for
over 6 hours today working on a sermon, and never noticed that it heated up. Divinity 2 Conjurer Build
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 Shaiya For Mac Download
 While the Surface Pro design hasn’t largely changed since the Surface Pro 4, Microsoft is expected to.. The Microsoft Surface
Laptop has a 'combo audio' or head set' jack, so any computer headphone + mic with 3-5 mm or 1/8″ plug should work..
Microsoft is working on a new design of its Surface Pro, expected to debut later this year. Site Grabber
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